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Abstract
The algebraic specification tools of the OBJ family have no notion of open terms or quantifiers. Nonetheless there are methods
of proving universally quantified statements about specifications. These methods are examined and found to be unsound.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The fundamental notion underlying the OBJ family is that of a multi-sorted algebra. The system works with algebraic
specifications in terms of generators and relations, expressed as rewrite rules. Over many years of development, this has
been extended to conditional rewriting, order-sorted specifications, and behavioural (or hidden-sorted) specifications,
and more importantly, these extensions have been shown to all be compatible with each other. The current generation
of tools in the OBJ family consists of BOBJ and CafeOBJ, which both include behavioural specification; lacking this,
but still of interest is OBJ3 (which does include the other features).
1. Deduction
We are frequently interested in proving universally quantified statements. However, it greatly simplifies matters if
we can avoid introducing notions of quantifiers and open terms into a system. The theorem of constants (this version
from [4]) allows such simplifications:
Theorem 1 (Theorem of constants). Given a signature , a ground signature X [that is, consisting of distinct constant
symbols] disjoint from , a set A of -equations, and t, t ′ terms over the signature  ∪ X, then A |= (∀X)t = t ′
if and only if A |=∪X t = t ′.
This theorem allows us to replace variables with fresh constants, thus allowing us to deduce universal results from
straightforward reasoning on closed terms. Even better, if we can formulate our set of equations as a terminating,
confluent term rewriting system, the reasoning required is just rewriting to normal form, and comparing terms.
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Fig. 1. Note that f(a) reduces to pred(a), so we would (falsely) conclude that ∀x f(x) = pred(x).
Unfortunately, as the example in Fig. 1 shows, the calculus implemented in the OBJ-family systems is not actually
sound for this way of reasoning. The reason is that this calculus is extended with the == operator, which is not
equationally defined (its semantics is to separately reduce the arguments to normal form, and compare normal
forms2 – particularly, this always yields one of true or false; note that this relies on the reduction systems
being terminating and confluent). Thus, the theorem above is not applicable to OBJ-family implementations, and
furthermore, the example shows applying it anyway leads to unsound reasoning. The semantics for == imply we are,
essentially, working in (a super-algebra of) the initial algebra, which explains why there is no theorem of constants
for these structures. (Constructing a counterexample using conditional rewriting is left as an exercise for the interested
reader.)
It is worth noting that, in the example given, the equality relation is equationally definable (after all, we are looking
at the natural numbers). The key difference is that for such an equationally defined relation eq, say, when we introduce
our new constant symbol a, the term a eq 0 is already in normal form (which we could reasonably understand as
‘don’t know’), whereas a == 0 reduces to false (since a and 0 are syntactically different terms). Thus, we can not
expect sound reasoning even if the equality relation is equationally definable (incidentally, it follows from the results
of [1] that it always is).
2. Induction
When considering initial algebras (a commonly used semantics for algebraic specification), we also wish to do
induction. With the OBJ family of systems, the standard schema for structural induction is
1. Check base cases (ideally by direct computation).
2. Introduce new constant symbols as needed, and add equations (rewrite rules) corresponding to the inductive
hypotheses.
3. Check the inductive steps (again, ideally by direct computation).
2 This semantics is described in [3].
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Since steps two and three constitute deductive reasoning, this also leads to unsound reasoning; for an example,
consider the example given, and attempt to show by induction that ∀x f(f(x)) = pred(pred(x)). Though this is a
false statement, the attempted proof goes through.
3. Behavioural equivalence
Some of the most recent implementations in the OBJ family, namely BOBJ and CafeOBJ, have introduced a notion of
behavioural specification, and behavioural equivalence, which are related to co-algebraic specification. Unfortunately,
both the context induction approach of CafeOBJ and the co-basis approach of BOBJ internally use reasoning with fresh
constant symbols, and as a result are unsound (there are examples only slightly more complicated than that given).
Here, this reasoning is completely invisible to the user, who need only ask the system whether two closed terms are
behaviourally equivalent to risk an incorrect answer.
4. Impact
The basic way of reasoning about specifications in OBJ-derived languages is unsound. Consequently, OBJ3,
CafeOBJ, and BOBJ provide no sound mechanised reasoning about specifications using the entire language (only
for fragments).3 It appears that the authors of these tools are not aware of this, since there are examples using the
== operator in the included examples and in the literature (for example in [5], and more prominently, the extended
example in the ‘Case study’ appendix of [2]).
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3 Maude has additional tools, for example a termination checker, which may not be affected by these issues.
